
Workshop and Presentation Sample Topics 

with JoAnna Cochenet, Presenter (Conductor, Educator, Violist, Author) 

 

String/Instrument-Study or Performance-Specific 

Warm-Up Ideas and Skill Building Workshop for Viola and Violin Players: Interactive 

workshop available for elementary through college level participants and adult hobbyists 

with level-appropriate material for bowing and right hand work, left-hand skills, 

intonation, and other practice reinforcement ideas. (approx. 1-1.5 hrs) 

Scales, Everyone’s Favorite: Presentation and workshop to find different ways to teach, 

practice, and encourage developing skills of various scales and arpeggios. Open to music 

educators and performers who wish to improve study. (approx. 45min-1hr) 

Plans of Attack for Practicing: Priority Pyramid, Puzzle Pieces, and Other Maneuvers: 

Presentation and demo-workshop format. Great for either school-age student, college 

student, hobbyists, teachers, or mixed groups to approach their musical score or solo for 

establishing a routine and finding more and efficient ways of practicing or teaching how to 

practice. Some participation may occur. (approx. 1 hr) 

Bowing Boot Camp: Interactive workshop for intermediate to advanced string players 

(violin, viola, cello) for specific work on bowing exercises, technique, and tone. (approx. 1-

1.25hr) 

Left-Hand Skills Boot Camp: Interactive workshop for intermediate to advanced string 

players (violin, viola, cello) for specific work on left-hand skills. (approx. 1-1.25hr) 

String and Orchestral Repertoire Options: A presentation for school ensemble music 

educators and community ensemble conductors. With all the repertoire available for string 

and orchestral musicians, how do you find the right one for your group now and for the 

future? (approx. 1 hr) 

String Ensemble and Orchestral Repertoire Discussion: A discussion and study of 

specific string ensemble pieces and their teaching points. (Content varies) (approx. 1-1.5 

hr) 

String Study and Pedagogical Points: A brief comparison and understanding on utilizing 

various pedagogical materials for teaching strings in lessons or technique/methods and 

sectional-settings. Focuses on pulling material from scales and arpeggios, etudes, and 

repertoire. Geared toward educators and performers. (approx. 1 hr) 



Workshops are available on a per-event fee-basis or by registering and paying participants. 

Please contact artist for engagements, arrangements, and negotiations. 

JoAnna Cochenet: jcochenet@gmail.com   www.joannacochenet.com 
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